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1. Introduction

a) b) 

Fig. 1: Tracked vehicle with rubber belt standing on uneven ground a) vehicle having non-oscillating 

double flange rollers, b) vehicle having suspension system with oscillating double flange rollers 

Double flange rollers are applied in undercarriages with rubber tracks and belts mainly to maintain uni-

form pressure distribution between the track and the ground in transverse vehicle plane. In such condi-

tions high traction forces can be effectively transmitted and the tread of the tracks is prevented from non-

uniform wear. However, so as to uniformly distribute the weight of the vehicle on the entire area of the 

track contact patch, vertical load of each roller must be equally divided between both of its flanges. 

In practice, if a tracked vehicle with double flange rollers negotiates uneven terrain or operates on a slope 
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inclined in lateral vehicle plane, at least several flanges of its rollers are not supported by the track 

(Fig. 1a.). Some machinery manufacturers try to solve this problem by implementing suspension systems 

with oscillating double flange rollers (Fig. 1b.) (Camso, 2018, Roth, 2004 and Rosenboom, 2008). 

The Department of Off-Road Machine and Vehicle Engineering (DORMVE, Wrocław University of Sci-

ence and Technology) spends a lot of effort on research and development of undercarriages with rubber 

tracks and belts. The scope of DORMVE study includes development of innovative technical solutions 

and design methods (Dudziński, Ketting, 1996 and Dudziński et al., 2003), identification of external 

(Dudziński, Stefanow, 2016 and Dudziński, Gładysiewicz, 2007) and internal motion resistance 

(Dudziński, Chołodowski, 2016 and Dudziński, Chołodowski, 2017) as well as virtual tests and safety 

issues (Dudziński et al., 2012 and Kosiara, Stefanow, 2017). Basing on currently conducted research, the 

authors of the following paper conceived a hypothesis that uniform contact pressure distribution between 

double flange roller and rubber track results in the smallest possible rolling resistance (Dudziński, 

Chołodowski, 2016). The thesis has been verified by experiments presented herein. 

2. Materials and methods

Fig. 2: Test stand for determination of motion resistance of road wheels rolling over rubber track in la-

boratory of DORMVE at Wrocław University of Science and Technology 

Research on motion resistance of exemplary double flange roller was carried out using the test stand de-

picted in Fig. 2. The key part of the stand is a plate for measuring vertical, longitudinal and lateral force 

acting on the roller while rolling over rubber track fixed to the upper surface of the plate. The plate is 

designed in such a way that the angle between track inner surface and roller’s axis of rotation (roller tilt 

angle α) might be easily adjusted. The roller is loaded in vertical direction with an arm of the test stand 

and additional weights optionally attached to the arm. Motion resistance coefficient f is calculated after 

each trial according to eq. (1), based on mean rolling resistance force FR and average vertical load G. 

𝑓 =
𝐹𝑅

𝐺
(1) 

3. Test results

The stated hypothesis was verified using exemplary 140 mm diameter, steel, double flange roller and 

180 mm wide rubber track with steel stiffening transverse inserts. The pitch of the track was 72 mm.  

Two empirical relationships (2, 3) between vertical load and motion resistance coefficient of the roller 

under consideration at uniform roller-track contact pressure distribution (i.e. roller tilt angle α = 0
O
) have 

already been determined in (Dudziński, Chołodowski, 2017). Equation (2) represents “pure rolling” case, 

where roller did not touch guide lugs while rolling over the track, whereas eq. (3) was fitted to results of 

tests carried out in the case where roller was sliding over guide lugs. 

𝑓 = 0.0034 𝐺0.35 (2)
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𝑓 = 0.843 𝐺−0.30 (3) 

Relationships (2, 3) as well as motion resistance coefficient values determined herein at roller tilt angles 

α1 = 3
O
 and α2 = 7

O
 and different loads are depicted in Fig. 3. During the tests carried out in actual re-

search roller did not touch guide lugs of the track. 

Fig. 3: Relationship between motion resistance coefficient and vertical load determined for exemplary 

steel, double flange roller and rubber track in different load cases 

Fig. 4: Incerease in motion resistance coefficient caused by non-uniform pressure distribution in double 

flange roller – rubber track contact as a function of overall roller vertical load 

Rolling resistance coefficient values noted at both non-zero tilt angles were generally higher than ones 

determined in uniform roller-track contact pressure conditions. On the other hand, they are far smaller 

than respective values measured in load case where sliding friction between roller and track guide lugs 

occurs. Figure 4. reproduces increase in motion resistance coefficient due to non-uniformity in roller-

track contact pressure calculated using eq. (4). 

𝑖𝑛𝑐(𝐺𝑖) =  
𝑓𝑛𝑜𝑛−𝑢𝑛𝑖(𝐺𝑖)−𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑖(𝐺𝑖)

𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑖(𝐺𝑖)
∙ 100 % (4) 

 fnon-uni(Gi) – rolling resistance coefficient measured at specified roller vertical load Gi and non-

zero roller tilt angle (i.e. at non-uniform contact pressure distribution),
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 funi(Gi) – rolling resistance coefficient measured at specified roller vertical load and zero roller tilt

angle (i.e. at uniform contact pressure distribution).

In comparison with uniform roller-track contact pressure conditions, rolling resistance at roller tilt angle 

α2 = 7
O
  was higher by 15% … 25% regardless of applied vertical load. In contrast, the increase in rolling

resistance at tilt angle α1 = 3
O
 depended on roller load. At loads smaller than 800N, rolling resistance

coefficient exceeded respective values determined at uniform roller-track contact pressure by 

12% … 15%. On the other hand, at loads higher than 800N rolling resistance coefficient values become 

closer to those measured at zero roller tilt angle. 

Referring to the course of the experiment, at roller tilt angle α2 = 7
O
 vertical load of the roller was carried

by only one roller’s flange at all considered vertical loads. The second flange did not touch the track. 

Similar situation was encountered at tilt angle α1 = 3
O
 and vertical loads 0N … 800N. However, at

α1 = 3
O
 and vertical loads exceeding 800N vertical load was split between both roller’s flanges, since both

of them touched track surface. 

4.  Conclusions

The research discussed in the paper confirms that non-uniform contact pressure distribution between dou-

ble flange roller and rubber track results in an increase in roller motion resistance coefficient. In compari-

son with rolling resistance coefficient determined at uniform pressure distribution, experiments described 

herein revealed an increase by up to 25%. It is less than the increase due to sliding friction between roller 

and track guide lugs. However, the highlighted phenomenon should be taken into account while estimat-

ing power consumption of undercarriages with rubber tracks and belts. 

The increase in roller rolling resistance caused by non-uniform roller-track contact pressure is exception-

ally high when roller vertical load is carried by only one roller’s flange. Hence, application of suspension 

systems with oscillating double flange rollers (Fig. 1b.), as well as any other remedies preventing flanges 

of rollers from losing contact with track, may improve energy efficiency of rubber tracked undercarriages. 

Summarizing the research on rolling resistance of double flange rollers carried out by the authors, overall 

motion resistance coefficient of considered type of rollers, which is reasonable for design purposes, may 

be estimated by value 0.103 … 0.165, depending on expected load of the rollers (see Fig. 3.). 
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